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չᏖਢऄΛڂڶ܃ᖂመΔࢬאլवሐ
ຍऄ॰Ιऄ॰Δ༉ਢߠլԳ߷ጟऄ
॰ΖչᏖߠլԳऱऄ॰Λ༉ਢఽയऄ
॰Ζ߷㠪ᙰ༉ڶ壀ܴΕܴΔψ܃՛֨ୌΜ
܃լᦫݺᇩΔݺଡװᡕፆ܃Μωࢢ܃
Δ༉ᦫຍଡ۔ஃऱᇩԱΜݺ٣ኙ܃ଚᎅ
ࣔػΚڶݺຍଡءᏆΔ܃ଚլࢢݺΜ܃
༉ᒼݺΔݺՈլᄎԫଡ܃װᏯᆭऱΙ
ࢬא༉ਢڶԳᒼݺΔՈլᄎ࠹չᏖ࣠ऱΖ
܃լ୭ࢢΔڂ߷ڶݺऄΜ
ᐝΔ༉ਢཕᐝΔڶཕᐝऱΖ܃ૉ
ڶཕᐝऱΔ༉լᄎנسཕᐝऱॕΙڶ܃
ૉΔթᄎڶૉॕࡋΜຍଡψॕωΔ༉ਢ
ጟጟࠩچ㠪ΔנسॕࠐΖ߷ᏖຍնጟΔڂ
،אψس९ωᆠΔࢬאψωΖ
ॾڶ܃Δԫᦫ۵ऄΔ༉ᤚຍऄஃᝑ
ऱ۵ऄਢլᙑऱΔਢᚨᇠॾऱΜԳਢᚨᇠښ
ఢऱΜה༉ॾԱΔ࣍ਢ֚֚ຟښఢΙԫ
֚پԫ塊Δה༉پԫ塊Δה܃ೢࣟ۫پΔ
הՈլೢΖչᏖΛຍਢॾ֨Ζឈྥᎅψپ
ࣟ۫ωਢଡ՛ംᠲΔ܃ᎁਢ՛ംᠲΔݺᎁ
ਢՕംᠲΖຑ۫ࣟپຟ۞ալ౨ښఢΔ
߷ܑऱޓլ౨ښఢԱΜ
ࢬݺאଚ٣شֲڇՂኔ۩Δԫ֚ࢬ۩ࢬ
ΔԫࡳڶԫଡఢΕڶԫଡᑑᄷΙຍ
ଡᑑᄷΔ༉ਢڶଡؾᑑΔԫࡳሒࠩݺຍଡ

What’s meant by “ghost-dharma”? Maybe you haven’t learned it before,
and so you don’t know the meaning of the term. It’s whatever dharmas
one does that one can’t stand for others to know about. What are dharmadoors that one can’t stand for others to know about? They are secret
dharma-doors. Secret dharma-doors have within them spirits and ghosts.
Be careful! If you don’t listen to me, I will send a ghost to punish you. If
you fear ghosts, then you have to do the bidding of your teacher. But first
I must state clearly to all of you. I don’t have this talent. Don’t be afraid
of me. If you scold me, I won’t send a ghost to make your lips swell up.
And so if people scold me, they won’t have to go through a retribution
such as this. Don’t be afraid. I don’t have any ghost-dharmas!
Samadhi and wisdom. Wisdom also has its root. If you don’t have the
root of wisdom, you won’t be able to bring forth the sprouts of wisdom.
If you have the root of prajna, then you can have prajna sprouts. These
five are called roots because they derive their meaning from coming
forth and growing.
If you have the root of faith, as soon as you hear the Buddhadharma
that the Dharma Master explains, you think, “Oh! The Buddhadharma
is really good. I should believe it. People should follow the rules; they
shouldn’t be lax in following the rules.” You believe, and then every day
you follow the rules. Others eat one meal a day, and so you eat one meal
a day. Even if someone told you to steal things to eat, you wouldn’t do it.
Why should you follow the rules? Although you may say eating things
is a small problem, do you really think it’s a small problem? I think it’s a
big problem. If in eating you are unable to follow the rules, how much
less will you be able to follow other rules.
And so we start with the events of our daily life. In what you do each
day, you must have rules and regulations. You should have a standard,
a goal in mind. I definitely want to reach my goal. Whatever I have
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ؾᑑΜࢬݺუቝ৻ᏖᑌΔݺ༉װΔຍ
ψؾᑑωΖຍਢॾΜ
լਢᎅࠩ۵ඒᝑഘᦫװᆖΔᦫݙԱΔ༉
ቝۘᢰऱଅܬመװΔመۘլఎΔՈլઌॾΖ
ψڶݺ༓ଡ֖ࣛ߷ڇଡֱچΔࠝ߷ࠩݺԫ
ΜωຍլਢࠐᖂऄΔਢࠐψऄωΖ
ॾ܃ԱΔྥ৵༉壄ၞΖ܃٠ॾԱΔૉ
լװΔՈشڶΜ܃ॾڶΔڶၞ
ѧѧၞΔ༉壄ၞΔᦫݺ۵ऄΔᦫԫ༉
۩ԫΔᦫԼ༉۩ԼΙݺԫࡳٻছװ
壄ၞΔຍਢၞΖ
܃ڶၞΔ࢚ڶΔݱԱ،Δլ
࢚౿ڇ౿᜔ଥ۩Δ߷ՈشڶԱΖ܃վ֚
壄ၞԱΔլپ堩Εլጕᤚࠐਈ۵Ε࢚۵Ι
Աԫ֚ԫඡၴऱՠ܂ΔᤚৰఒଐԱΜໝΜ
ጕΕٖஒٖஒΜຍԫٖஒΕԫጕᤚΔጕ
ԱԿ֚Ζ܃壄ၞԱԫ֚ΔጕԱԿ֚Εࢨृጕ
Ան֚Δᤚຍਢٖڍஒ༓֚Δ֜ఒଐ
ԱΙຍشڶऱΔຍ༉ਢ࢚ڶԱΖ܃
࢚౿ڇ౿ऱΔվ֚壄ၞΕ֚ࣔՈ壄ၞΕ৵֚
Ո壄ၞΔຍଡִ壄ၞΕ߷ଡִՈ壄ၞΔվڣ
壄ၞΕࣔڣ壄ၞΔڣڣຟ壄ၞΖ᜔࢚౿ڇ
౿ΕլݱऱΔ༉ຍᑌΜຍ࢚ڶԱΖ
࢚ڶΔ࢚܃९Δ༉࢚լಯԱΙ࢚
լಯԱΔࡳ༉ࠐנسԱΖࡳڶ܃Δթᄎ
ڶཕᐝΖչᏖൄൄڶչᏖࠃൣ༉լࣔػΛ
༉ڂࡳڶԺΕڶᐝԺΙࡳڶΕ
ڶᐝΔࢬא༉ಮԱΜ
۵ຍଡฒࠐسԱΔ༉ᨠኘהຍնጟ
ΙطնጟΔԾ᧢ګնԺΔڂ،ڶԫጟ
ԺၦΔࢬא༉ԾψնԺωΖնΕնԺΔ
߷Ꮦ۵ᨠኘהຍጟڂᒴΚψໝΜݺ܃ᎅ
ऄΔ܃ᄎլᄎॾΛॾ܃ԱΔ܃ᄎլᄎ۩Λ܃
۩ԱΔԾᄎլᄎ९Λ܃९ΔԾᄎլᄎة
ΔຟڶԫጟࡳԺۖլ᧢ࡋΛωᨠኘຍ
ଡΖ
Fৱᥛ
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decided I should do, I will do it. I will reach my goal.
It’s not that you come to the Buddhist Lecture Hall to listen to the
Sutra lecture, but once the lecture is over, it’s as if it had been so much
wind passing by your ears. It passes by and is not retained, nor is it
believed. You happen to have some friends who go there, so you just go
along to see what it’s like. Such people don’t come to study the Dharma;
they come to “take a look” at the Dharma. One must have faith.
Once one has faith, one must then be vigorous. If you only have
faith, and you don’t do anything, it’s of no use. If you have only the root
of faith, and you don’t have the fruit of vigor, you don’t have enough
of what you need. You must be vigorous. “When I hear one sentence
of Buddhadharma, I put that one sentence into practice. I hear ten
sentences, and I put ten sentences into practice. I must be vigorous. I
must go forward with vigor.”
If you have the root of vigor but you forget to apply it—you don’t
keep your mind on the fact that no matter what you are doing, you
should be cultivating—then that’s also of no use. “Today I will be
vigorous. I won’t eat. I won’t sleep. I’ll bow to the Buddha and be mindful
of the Buddha.” You do that for one day and one night, and you feel
very tired. “I need to rest.” As soon as you rest, you sleep for three days
straight. You were vigorous for one day and then slept for three. Or
maybe you sleep for five days, saying, “I’m really tired. I think I’ll sleep
for a few more days.” You must keep your mind on what you are doing.
“Today I will be vigorous, tomorrow I will be vigorous, the day after, I
will be vigorous.” You should always be mindful of what you are doing
and never forget. That’s how it should be.
The root of mindfulness: When your mindfulness becomes longabiding and irreversible, then you give rise to the root of samadhi. Once
you have the root of samadhi, then you can have wisdom. Why is it that
whenever something comes up, you never understand, you are very
confused? It’s just because you don’t have the power of samadhi or the
power of wisdom. You have no root of samadhi or root of wisdom, and
so you become confused.
When the Buddha sees living beings come, he looks into their five
roots. Once there are five roots, they can turn into the five powers. They
are called the five powers because they have a certain kind of strength.
The Buddha looks into each living being’s causes and conditions, and
he contemplates, “If I speak the Dharma for you, will you believe it? If
you believe it, will you practice it? If you practice, will your practice be
long-abiding? If it is long-abiding, will it be eternal? If it is eternal, will
there be unmoving samadhi?” He contemplates this.
FTo be continued

